Research Club
The Research Club met with Miss

the art colony a t the present time.
George Elmer Browne, the well known

an experiment, b u t the numbers have
grown, until now there are about 200

people to give them a welcome,
in the years to come our little
may be the haven to which they
turn their faces in the summer
a long winter of hard work.
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Nellie Barnes Was ‘‘Mother Hen” To Many
The subject assigned me is indeed a
broad and interesting one. That
Provincetown will in the near future
be one of the largest art centres in
the country, one has only to look a t
the streets on a summer day, alive
with artists sketching here, there and
everywhere, in every available space.
Probably the pioneer among the

The Modern School of A r t is conBror J. B. Nordfelt, and
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Zorach.
Last summer George Senseney of
Chicago started a class in etching
which included among its pupils such
well known painters as Albert Grall,
Wm. M. Paxton and Reynolds Beal.
Among the younger artists who are

/ ducted by

Early Fledgling-Artists

of the largest cities.

Last summer the men artists startI ed the Beach Combers Club and fitted
i up a club room on one of the wharves.
Here all classes and types meet on the
same level, leacher, pupil, artist,
writer, musician, and the main object
is to cast aside the cares and worries
of the profession and for the time
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Artist Painted

At that time, most of the students lived on or near Pearl
Her place was at 33 Pearl Street,]
near Henry Hensche’s present

St.

Cape End People

school.

Nellie Barnes opened her restaurant for art-students in 1918. The
~-

Another A r t Class, OM beach behind

Lizzie’s
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